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United Press dispatch from London proves that (Washington Post,
May 25, 1947):

Although the Foreign Office reserved comment on recent lynch activities in
the Carolinas, British diplomatic circles said privately today that they have played
into the hands of Communist propagandists in Europe * * .

Diplomatic circles said the two incidents of mob violence would provide
excellent propaganda ammunition for Communist agents who have been decrying
America's brand of "freedom" and "democracy."

News of the North Carolina kidnaping was prominently displayed by London
papers * * .

The international reason for acting to secure our civil rights now is
not to win the approval of our totalitarian critics. We would not ex-
pect it if our record were spotless; to them our civil rights record is
only a convenient weapon with which to attack us. Certainly we
would like to deprive them of that weapon. But we are more con-
cerned with the good opinion of the peoples of the world. Our.
achievements in building and maintaining a state dedicated to the
fundamentals of freedom have already served as a guide for those
seeking the best road from chaos to liberty and prosperity. But it is
not indelibly written that democracy will encompass the world. We
are convinced that our way of life-the free way of life-holds a
promise of hope for all people. We have what is perhaps the greatest
responsibility ever placed upon a people to keep this promise alive.
Only still greater achievements will do it.

The United States is not so strong, the final triumph of the demo-
cratic ideal is not so inevitable that we can ignore what the world
thinks of us or our record.

Mr. President:

Your Committee has reviewed the Ameri-
can heritage and we have found in it again
the great goals of human freedom and equal-
ity under just laws. We have surveyed the
flaws in the nation's record and have found
them to be serious. We have considered
what government's appropriate role should
be in the securing of our rights, and have
concluded that it must assume greater leader-
ship.

We believe that the time for action is now.
Our recommendations for bringing the
United States closer to its historic goal follow.
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131. Circular Telegram From the Department of State to All Diplomatic and
Consular Posts1

Washington, undated.

2177. For Ambassador and Principal O�cer. Government is deeply involved both with immediate problems arising from

incidence of racial tension and with long-term issue of civil rights which lies at center of country’s existence as a democratic

state. Administration is keenly aware of impact of domestic racial problem on US image overseas and on achievement US

foreign policy objectives.

There should be no illusions as to seriousness this situation. As far as American domestic developments concerned policies of

this Administration have been sound and its actions consistent. On one hand, Federal Government power and prestige are

committed to full equality, a commitment forti�ed by even larger elements of our society. On the other hand, there still exists

articulate and determined opposition. We must assume therefore that racial incidents will continue and their geographic

location will spread. Problem is national rather than exclusively southern dilemma.

Foreign reaction is source great concern. Evidence from all parts of world indicates that racial incidents have produced

extremely negative reactions. Characteristic is recommendation in May of assembled foreign ministers at Addis Ababa

conference of African Chiefs of State. They recommended Chiefs of State pass strongly worded resolution on discrimination in

US and communicate directly with President.2 We believe this is clear indication depth of emotional feeling in most of Africa

and indeed the world. We think more conciliatory stands may be taken for tactical reasons. In this context, �nal statement on

racial discrimination of Chiefs of State at Addis Conference was remarkably moderate. At best, however, it suggests we have

certain amount of time before our racial problem will impinge even more seriously upon our policies and

objectives.

Under these circumstances, we recognize there is no e�ective substitute for decisive action on part of United States

Government. This will include special Presidential message to Congress today,3 Administration-backed legislation, and

continued series of positive Federal actions throughout country. This will take time; there may be setbacks; and no schedule

can now be set.

Meanwhile, you have di�cult responsibility of trying to establish su�cient understanding of our problems and goals to

mitigate e�ect of any future incidents and to provide a basis for more understanding local response in future. We recognize

each country has its own problems, and we know you will need all your resources and imagination to meet the situation. We

rely on your judgment of local scene and of most e�ective way of meeting situation.

Simultaneous with this cable, the President is sending you a special message on civil rights,4 to which this telegram is

background. To help you in carrying out the President’s expressed desire in that message, we will be sending a summary of

Federal actions and policies.5 You also may draw as appropriate on contents in departmental guidance message on this subject

Search... 
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which follows. These will supplement materials already available through USIS, especially info kits and guidances. You should

use this material in manner you deem most appropriate to cope with reaction in your country.

A large number of posts have received from USIA taped versions of the President’s television address on civil rights made June

11.6 Others will be receiving same soon. It would be desirable wherever practical to arrange showing of this tape to all US

personnel at posts.

Following points may also be of some help:

(a) In your personal dealings with principal governmental o�cials, you should not gloss over the problem. At same time, you

should rea�rm depth of concern felt by President and your con�dence in his ability meet problem e�ectively.

(b) Even though constructive events are not always news, you should use all appropriate opportunities to emphasize at all

levels the gains which have been made and steps Federal Government and private agencies are taking.

(c) Suggest post review its governmental and public relations programs on civil rights and adapt to new situation.

Finally, request you report concisely on reactions local groups, particularly leadership groups, to this new situation. We also

want your suggestions with respect to diplomatic or other actions United States might take.

You can expect further guidance from Department on this matter.

Rusk

1. Source: Kennedy Library, National Security Files, Subjects Series, Box 295A, Civil Rights 6/19/63–7/9/63. Con�dential;

Priority. Drafted by Jorden on June 19; cleared in substance by Manell, Abernethy, Read, Burdett, Cottam, Gorrell,

Kaysen, and Anderson; and approved by Rusk. Sent for information to Eastern European posts.↩

2. The Summit Conference of Independent African States took place in Addis Ababa May 22–25 with 30 African nations in

attendance. Circular telegram 2032 to certain African posts May 28, noted that the resolution on racism: “[c]ondemned

racial discrimination everywhere, particularly in the US, but coupled this with appreciation for e�orts US Gov’t end

discriminatory practices which otherwise likely cause serious deterioration in relations between US and Africa. This

probably as good a resolution as could be expected. More moderate than earlier Foreign Ministers draft and signi�cantly

includes recognition and understanding role of US Gov’t.” The circular airgram is printed in Foreign Relations, 1961–

1963, vol. XXI, Africa, Document 219 . See also Russell Howe, “30 Nations Sign Africa Unity Pact,” The Washington Post,

May 26, 1963, p. A1.↩

3. For the text of Kennedy’s June 19 special message to Congress on civil rights, see Public Papers: Kennedy, 1963, pp. 483–

494. The next day, legislation to enact the recommendations in the President’s message was transmitted in letters to

the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House. (Ibid., p. 494)↩

4. Circular telegram 2176 to all diplomatic and consular posts, June 19, transmitted the President’s message, which asked

U.S. Ambassadors and Principal O�cers to discuss civil rights with host governments with candor, but also to a�rm

U.S. accomplishments and highlight the positive commitment set by the President toward the goal of equal opportunity

for all. (Kennedy Library, National Security Files, Countries Series, Africa)↩

5. On June 19, the Department of State sent a series of instructions and information messages to all U.S. diplomatic

missions abroad, which included a background summary of U.S. civil rights accomlishments. (Ibid.)↩

6. See footnote 2, Document 130 .↩
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1.

2.

3.

A.

B.

219. Circular Telegram From the Department of State to Certain African Posts0

Washington, May 28, 1963, 6:41 p.m.

2032. Dept not planning make comprehensive public statement on Addis Conference1 this time, although senior Dept o�cials

will probably be called upon comment. Following summarizes Dept’s preliminary assessment Conference. You may use this

material in conversations with o�cials and other responsible personalities, but should not give statements to the press.

Dept regards Conference and its outcome as remarkable achievement in that leaders managed in four days agree on certain

basic issues despite personal rivalries and serious di�erences in approach. They adopted charter of Organization of African

Unity (OAU), refusing to accept postponement as recommended by Foreign Ministers. Resolutions they adopted also re�ected

search for workable compromises, but may create problems for U.S. Dept therefore not prepared give unquali�ed endorsement

to resolutions.

OAU Charter: Signed by 30 countries present with Morocco and Togo probably to adhere later; provides for assembly Heads

of State meeting annually, Foreign Ministers Council meeting twice a year, permanent Secretariat with limited

powers (no SYG yet, probable location Addis), and Commission of Mediation, Conciliation and Arbitration. There is no

parliamentary assembly and charter contains no collective security provisions. Based on Ethiopian draft and resembles

OAS Charter. It is, in Dept’s view, a realistic agreement in terms present African capabilities.

Resolutions:

Racism—Condemned racial discrimination everywhere, particularly in US, but coupled this with appreciation for

e�orts US Gov’t end discriminatory practices which otherwise likely cause serious deterioration in relations between

US and Africa. This probably as good a resolution as could be expected. More moderate than earlier Foreign Ministers

draft and signi�cantly includes recognition and understanding role US Gov’t.

Decolonization—Great powers urged cease aid colonialist governments, particularly Portugal which engaging

genocide. Other references to Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa, South Africa. Committee of 9 established at Dar es

Salaam to raise funds and coordinate activities for liberation remaining dependent areas. Member states called upon

develop local volunteers to provide assistance to national liberation movements. However, proposed fund of 1%

national budgets OAU countries for liberation not adopted.UK Ambassador, Addis, believes UK can live with Southern

Rhodesia resolution. Pressure on US increased by declaration that Portuguese allies must choose friendship of Portugal

or Africa. Although resolution appears to call for economic boycott South Africa by all governments, e�ect this

resolution still not clear.

Disarmament—Africa declared denuclearized zone. Great powers called upon sign disarmament agreement with

e�ective controls and reduce arms. Expressed willingness African countries negotiate end military occupation, bases

and nuclear testing in Africa. Moderation these resolutions encouraging in that need for disarmament controls

recognized and willingness negotiate on removal bases expressed. E�ect on tenure US installations North Africa and

Ethiopia remains to be seen.
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a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

4.

5.

6.

Apartheid—Fund set up for anti-apartheid movement.

Non-alignment—Doctrine given general support but need for payment UN obligations a�rmed and better

representation in UN requested.

Role of African Leaders:

Haile Selassi (Ethiopia): Prestige high, Nkrumah called him “Ethiopia the Wise”; good lobbyist; demonstrated

high organizational ability.

Nkrumah (Ghana): Usual mixture extreme and sensible statements. He failed get his views adopted, although

outcome Conference owed much to his dedication African unity.

Balewa (Nigeria): Critically important; turned Wachuku from obstructionism to positive work on charter; good

in�uence; respected.

Nyerere (Tanganyika): Established himself as African with continental in�uence.

Nasser (UAR): Avoided controversy; tried to be good African.

Ben Bell a (Algeria): Strong activist on decolonization; won approval sub-Saharans.

Keita (Mali) and Toure (Guinea): Reasonable and moderate.

Houphouet-Boigny (Ivory Coast) and Senghor (Senegal): Con�rmed their reputations as veteran

parliamentarians.

Obote (Uganda): Sought to be disciple of Nkrumah.

Some of above subjects may be too controversial or ambiguous for comment in local context. These probably include gamut

anti-colonialist activities rooted in new charter, probable South African boycott, and explicit anti-Portuguese resolutions. You

should, of course, avoid comment these aspects Conference results and any others which in your judgment inadvisable in our

particular situation.

You should also, as opportunity arises, o�er congratulations US Gov’t on success of Conference to leaders who participated,

tailoring approbation leader’s particular role both to objective assessment his accomplishments and attitude his gov’t to value

of Conference.

Comment on economic aspects Conference to follow.

Request you report reaction local government to Conference.

Rusk

0. Source: Department of State, Central Files, POL 7 ETH. Con�dential. Drafted by Sherry, cleared by Hadsel, and approved

by Tasca. Sent to Abidjan, Accra, Addis Ababa, Algiers, Bamako, Bangui, Benghazi, Tripoli, Brazzaville, Conakry,

Cotonou, Dakar, Dar-es-Salaam, Fort Lamy, Freetown, Kampala, Khartoum, Kigali, Lagos, Leopoldville, Libreville,

Lome, Lourenco Marques, Luanda, Mogadiscio, Monrovia, Nairobi, Niamey, Nouakchott, Ouagadougou, Cape Town,

Rabat, Salisbury, Tananarive, Tunis, Usumbura, Yaounde, and Zanzibar.↩

1. The Summit Conference of Independent African States met in Addis Ababa May 22-25. For text of President Kennedy’s

message to the African Heads of State at the conference, see Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: John F.

Kennedy, 1963, p. 417. The Presidential message was sent to Emperor Haile Selassie, Chairman of the conference, who

read it at the opening session. (Telegram 605 to Addis Ababa, May 17; Department of State, Central Files, POL 7 ETH)↩
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[Page 61]22. Memorandum From the Director of the United States Information Agency
(Rowan) to President Johnson1

Washington, June 29, 1964

SUBJECT

Foreign Reaction to Senate Passage of Civil Rights Bill2

USIA has just completed a study dealing with foreign reaction to the Senate passage of the civil rights bill.3

Non-Communist editors universally and extensively acclaimed the event as marking an historic advance. Acclaim is

accompanied by warnings that passage of the legislation will not immediately or easily bring equality for the Negro and

expectations of continued bitter strife and resistance are widespread.

Along with cautions against expectation of immediate results are some hopes that strife will henceforth be moderated. The

long debate heightened attention to the racial question and increased the dramatic impact of the Senate’s action. Tribute is

paid to your skill, courage, and authority in bringing about the bill’s passage.

Commentators viewed the passage as the most important step forward in the American Negro’s struggle for equality since the

Emancipation Proclamation;4 as a “victory” that will “shape the future of the United States”; as a “turning point” in American

history; as enhancing the international in�uence of the United States, especially among the non-white and newly-

independent nations; and as reinforcing the moral authority of the United States and its dedication to freedom and social

justice.

Soviet treatment has sought to downplay the importance of the Senate’s action, stressing the “immense distance” between

the legislation and its realization, predicting the continuance of racial clashes and high-lighting current racial

di�culties. No comment from Peking or other Communist areas in the Far East is available.

A summary of regional comment follows:

Western Europe

Senate passage of the civil rights bill received prominent news coverage in Western Europe and, especially in Britain,

Scandinavia and Austria, extensive editorial comment as well. Material currently available indicates that, with a few prominent

exceptions, French and West German reaction has not been so extensive. Most see the Senate action as a turning point in U.S.

history and give credit to you and President Kennedy. At the same time, the majority is either skeptical or pessimistic over

prospects for peaceful and early acceptance of the measure.

Africa
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The African press has responded to Senate passage of the civil rights bill with prominent coverage and enthusiastic comment.

Papers in seven African countries described the bill as a major step forward in the Negroes’ drive for equality but recognized

that the bill’s passage did not mean the end of racial discrimination in America. While editors censured Messrs. Goldwater,

Faubus, and Wallace for impeding racial progress, they praised the American people, the U.S. Senate, and you and President

Kennedy for your combined e�orts in achieving victory. The U.S. was seen as implementing its democratic principles.

Near East and South Asia

Commentators in widely separate centers in both the Near East and South Asia generally regard the passage of the Senate civil

rights bill as an historic turning point in the battle for equal opportunity in the United States. Some papers see the measure as a

memorial to the late President Kennedy, while others credit your Administration. Most temper their praise, however, by

warning that enforcement problems are apt to dilute the full e�ect of the legislation.

Far East

The Far East press enthusiastically applauded the Senate passage of the civil rights bill. Editorially, the action was welcomed as

certain to improve the U.S. image abroad and as a badly needed answer to Communist charges of o�cially-sanctioned racial

persecution in the United States. While only a few editorialists in the area expressed fear that the bill might lead to increased

civil rights strife, a number noted that the legislation in itself was not enough and needed popular support and cooperation.

The bill was generally described as a monument to the late President Kennedy and a political triumph for you.

Latin America

The Latin American press has given wire service news treatment to the Senate’s passage of the civil rights bill. In addition

there was substantial editorial comment for a few days. The tone of the comment was almost universally favorable and

laudatory. The principal theme has been the resultant enhancing of the international prestige of the U.S. and the in�uence the

law-to-be will have on the rest of the world.

Soviet Union

Senate passage of the civil rights bill drew a considerable volume of Soviet commentary attempting to minimize the

importance of the legislation, although Pravda and several other newspapers have ignored the event. Moscow Radio

immediately broadcast a brief, factual account of the vote to both foreign and domestic audiences. The follow-up TASS

dispatch from Washington outlined the many hurdles the bill had overcome before passage and concluded that while “racists”

had su�ered a defeat in Congress, they would continue to struggle in their home states against implementation of the law.

Occasionally conceding that passage of the civil rights bill marks “a certain success” for the struggle of American Negroes for

equal rights, the Soviet press and radio have continued to spotlight incidents such as those in St. Augustine.

A copy of the USIA report is attached.5

Carl T. Rowan6

1. Source: Johnson Library, White House Central Files, Subject Files, Foreign A�airs, EX FO Box FO–1, FO 6/1/64–7/10/64.

No classi�cation marking. The President initialed the memorandum in the top right-hand corner.↩

2. The Senate passed the Civil Rights Act (P.L. 88–367; 78 Stat 241) on June 19; the President signed it into law on July 2.

For text of the President’s remarks on signing the Act, see Public Papers: Johnson, 1963–1964, Book II, pp. 842–844.↩

3. Attached but not printed is report R–89–64, entitled “Foreign Reaction to Senate Passage of the Civil Rights Bill,” June

25, prepared in USIA’s Research and Reference Service.↩

4. Reference is to the proclamation made by President Abraham Lincoln on January 1, 1863, in which he declared “that all

persons held as slaves” within the rebellious states “are, and henceforth shall be free.”↩
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5. Attached but not printed.↩

6. Rowan signed “Carl” above this typed signature.↩
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